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Study Objective

To better understand how Educators are using technology in the classroom – and specifically devices with digital inking capabilities.

- Previous studies have shown the impact of writing on student learning outcomes (Mueller and Oppenheimer, Oviatt)
- But no data on how digital inking may impact Educators

**Definition:** Digital inking means a device that supports either an active or passive stylus.
- An active stylus (also called a Digital Pen) typically ships in the box with the tablet, detachable, or touch notebook. It often has a button on the side and includes electronics inside the stylus that require a battery that make it work with a digitizer component on the device screen. An example of a device with an active Stylus is a Surface.
- A passive stylus is typically sold separately from the device, and doesn’t include any electronics inside. It’s essentially acting like a more precise fingertip. An example of a device that can be used with a passive Stylus is an iPad.

In this study, we examined Digital Ink Educators that used a computer with an active stylus for teaching.
Passive vs. Active Digital Inking

Stylus - mimics finger painting

Digital Pen – mimics real pen: precise, pressure sensitive, palm blocking, smart ink.
Methodology

- IDC conducted this research study using responses from 685 K-12 Educators in the US who are using computers in their classroom.
- The study was conducted using an on-line survey drawn from MCH Teacher data.
- All responses and verbatim comments have been kept anonymous.
Impact of Digital Ink in the Classroom

Digital Ink can help transform the classroom experience—for students and teachers.

Examining the classroom practices of many teachers, research shows that Digital Ink enables:
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What Does the Classroom Look Like?

**Analog Classroom**
“When I taught geometry and got to the question that nobody in the class understood, I had to stop class and draw on the whiteboard. It took five minutes, and then I had to add labels. Only after all this, could I finally start talking about how to solve it.”

**Digital Classroom**
“Now I just grab my tablet, snap it, put it in OneNote, and start writing in seconds. It’s absolutely better.”

—Math and Science Teacher

**Good News**
98% of surveyed classrooms frequently use computers, laptops or tablets for instruction.

**Bad News**
More than half of classrooms are tethered to a desktop computer, another 30% have a traditional notebook computer — smaller, but connection to the work while walking around is awkward.

**Reason for Hope**
Some classrooms look different – about 10% of classrooms use some form of tablet with touch-screen, that makes simultaneous interaction between teachers, students and the instructional material more seamless and authentic. But, 75% of those tablet users are still tied to a keyboard – only 25% used a stylus (split between passive and active stylus designs).

“Having a tablet PC with a wireless projector in a classroom is huge—a lot of what you’re teaching requires annotating or presenting while walking around.

—Elementary School Teacher
Substantial Time Savings for Educators

Stylus-using educators report time savings:

4 of 5 said it saved them time when preparing and administering assessments.

5 of 6 stylus-using educators said it saved them time when facilitating and guiding extra curricular activities.

“I’m saving huge amounts of time. I don’t bring papers home to grade anymore—I do it all at school. It’s all on my computer so I can look at it during any open period. I have a 40-minute open period, and normally I wouldn’t start grading because I couldn’t finish in time. With a tablet PC, that’s not an issue.”

—Elementary School Teacher

Consider white boards: I erase and redo every period, six times a day. Now, I just complete a template on OneNote, and fill it in.

—High School Science Teacher
Authentic, Timely Feedback

Stylus-using educators describe improvements in their ability to provide feedback:

50% say stylus use saves time grading assignment, paper or exercises.

68% say that using a touch-based device with a stylus increases the quality of communications with students.

Providing feedback needs to be quick and flexible...Classroom time for teachers needs to be focused on students.

—High School Math Teacher

I go from notebook to notebook, reviewing each person’s work. I can see right away if they’re having a problem and I can help, instead of waiting until they’ve done the whole thing wrong.

—High School Math Teacher
Digital ink is transformational in terms of the way feedback for students occurs. Often the feedback takes the form of simple annotations, markups, and highlights. You don’t want a student to have to mouse over a pop-up comment—that just doesn’t work.

—Math and Science Teacher
Efficient Class Management

Stylus-using educators report efficiencies in daily activities:

67% said their stylus-based device helped save them time when preparing materials and curriculum for instruction.

2 of 3 said it saved them time when preparing and assigning homework.

“I used to take big stacks of paper home to do correcting – no place to spread out in classroom...now I just need a computer and can grade while working.

—Elementary School Teacher

Now I can grade in-between breaks or when I have small windows of time. I can use my time more efficiently – it’s easier to stop and start because I don’t lose my place.

—Elementary School Teacher

I’m so much more organized and I can find all my notes.

—Elementary School Teacher
More Personalized Learning Environments

Before
Personalized learning using paper-based methods is unmanageable before Digital Ink and OneNote

“The kids would all know who had different [handouts], who was working at what level. The teacher has to keep track of all the different stacks and correct those and then get them back to the kids.”
—Elementary School Teacher

After
Digital Ink and OneNote helps teachers develop and manage personalized learning

“We’re working on a whole strategic plan to create personalized learning plans. We’d never be able to do this without the combination of OneNote and Digital Ink. We can serve all these different students and let them work at their own pace while not overwhelming the teacher.”
—Director of Technology, K-12

Allows teachers to connect with students—even if not during class

“If it’s really busy...I can still write them a note in real time saying, ‘Good work on this,’ or ‘Can I help you in some way?’”
—High School Math Teacher

Provides medium for tailored interaction to fit the student

“That way, for the child who’s very shy it’s really easy for me to connect with them and have them come to me without it feeling like I’ve called on them.”
—Elementary School Teacher
Increased Levels of Student Engagement

Stylus-using educators report improvements in classroom engagement:

90% believe stylus and touch allow them to improve the quality of preparing materials and curriculum for instructions and activities.

88% believe stylus and touch allows them to increase the quality of the instruction to the entire class.

“
I can find maps and put them somewhere all the kids have access to. And in 30 seconds I can have them writing on top of those maps together or separately. You can’t do that in a regular classroom or on a regular computer.

—Math and Science Teacher

At the end of the day, writing, sketching, highlighting, drawing, and annotating are a huge part of the teaching and learning process.

—Math and Science Teacher

On my Surface I can literally draw a line through multiple equations. Now, it’s not just writing, it’s making a connection between those equations and even graphing it for me.

—High School Math Teacher
”
Real Measureable Benefits

Stylus-using educators report improvements in outcomes:

88% say it allows them to increase the quality of the instruction to the entire class.

93% say it allows them to improve the quality of preparing materials and curriculum for instructions and activities.

75% believe Digital Ink allows them to increase the quality of communication with parents.

75% believe stylus with touch allows them to increase the quality of their preparation and assignment of homework.

“Last year I printed out about 900 pieces of paper per student. That includes tests, quizzes, everything. This year I’ve printed out a total of about 40 pages per kid. That’s a massive reduction.

—High School Math Teacher

I used to order about eight or nine reams of paper for my classroom. This year, I’ve used less than one ream for the whole year.

—Elementary School Teacher
Summary of Findings

With an ever increasing range of classroom device options, school leaders and district decision makers should consider devices that will most directly support authentic, and efficient student-teacher engagement and reduce the time teachers spend on non-teaching related activities.

Consider devices and technologies that directly support student-teacher engagement:

- Handwritten comments as the preferred format for student feedback
- Timely, clear, and discrete ways of offering assistance to students
- Flexible tools to support different learning styles and personalized learning environments

Also consider devices and technologies that reduce time spent on non-teaching activities:

- Digital record keeping and grading
- Reduce paper-based processes such as photocopying, distributing and collecting handouts
- Easy for teachers to organize and prepare instructional resources
- Limited need for technical troubleshooting

Teachers consistently report benefits from being able to clearly and quickly communicate feedback to students at the “teachable moment”. Using a notebook or tablet with an active stylus combines the text clarity of a typewriter, with the personalization and flexibility of a pen and paper, and the immediacy of instant messaging to open and maintain a personal connection with students at the precise moment they would be receptive to feedback.
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